June 2022 - Minutes

The Junior Researcher Association

Date: 8th of June 2022

Time: 12.00-13.00

Venue: Building 1260 + Teams

Expecting: Veronika Juhasz, Kasper Glerup Lauridsen, Cecilie Nørby Lyhne, Macarena Gomez de Salazar, Anne Birkeholm Jensen, Emma Valentin Bager

Agenda

• 10 June event – practicalities
  o JRA board meets at 11:30 at Apollonia Auditorium
  o Gift for the speakers:
    • Catering for 45 people

• BSS - junior researchers on academic council
  o Head of dept. appoints/approaches potential academic council members, and they usually find senior academics
  o Thus, there is a gap in terms of level of representatives on academic council - no JRs
  o Now there is space for 1 “observer” on the council for JRs
  o Health faculty example: academic council statutes need to be changed, to create a permanent solution - this would create for permanent representation for JRs, not just a temporary observer position
    ▪ this should be done for all faculties
  o Solution: reelection of the AC JR representative every year
  o AC JR representation should be democratically elected - difficulties due to the low participation rate
Who does JRA represent? All JR's + newsletter helps reach members who sign up

JRA open letter: send a reminder to faculties

**15-16 June event – any action needed from JRA?**
  
  All in order! nothing to do now

  Someone from the JRA might join for the beginning of the event to promote JRA and say a short intro

**Events for the autumn**

  November: general assembly + talent development conference
  
  - Advertise, discuss on 10 June event
  - Panel debate with university management about JR work conditions, stress, uncertainties
  - Followed by general assembly activities

**Emma taking over as student aid**

**Other**

  Next meeting: 18 August